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Let b be the principal p-block of a finite group G with an abelian defect group
 .   .  ..P and e a root of b in C P . If the inertial quotient E s N P, e rP ? C P isG G G
 .an elementary abelian 2-group respectively, a dihedral group of order 8 and
 .p / 3, then b and its Brauer correspondent, considered as blocks of G and N PG
are isotypic and, in particular, there is a perfect isometry between them. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. In the modular representation theory of finite groups, a first
w xdefinition of the type of blocks was given by Brauer Bra1 , and Broue gaveÂ
w xa new definition of it and introduced a word, an ``isotypy'' in Bro . This
new definition is related to categorical equivalences between block alge-
bras. We say that two block algebras are derived equivalent, if the derived
module categories of these two block algebras are equivalent as triangu-
w xlated categories. In Bro Broue considered a special kind of bijectiveÂ
isometry between generalized characters associated with two blocks and he
 .named it a perfect isometry cf. 1.2 . Furthermore, he proved that a perfect
isometry between two blocks is a reflection at the level of character theory
 w x .of a derived equivalence. See Theorem 3.1 in Bro . Broue defines thatÂ
two blocks with common defect group P are isotypic if there is some
special equivalence of Brauer categories between these two blocks and
there is an isotypy i.e., a family of perfect isometries with local group
.theoretic conditions between them. Refer to Definition 2.4 and Remark
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1.6 for the details of this definition. On the other hand, by the first main
theorem on blocks there is a one-to-one mapping from the set of all blocks
 .of G with defect group P to the set of all blocks of N P with defectG
 .group P, and we call the block of N P corresponding to a block b of GG
 .by this mapping the Brauer correspondent of b in N P . Broue imaginesÂG
that there must be some similarity with respect to algebraic structures and
 .characters between a block of G and its Brauer correspondent in N PG
when their common defect group P is abelian. See Broue's conjecture inÂ
.1.3. In this paper we will show that they are isotypic in some case.
1.2. Let p be a prime number. Let k be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p, O a complete discrete valuation ring with residue
field k and quotient field K of characteristic zero. Since we study
< <p-blocks with defect group P, we assume that K contains the P th roots of
unity. Let G be a finite group. A block of G means a primitive idempotent
 .of Z kG , but in some cases, it also means a primitive idempotent of
 .Z OG , and a block algebra means the corresponding two-sided ideal in
Ã  .each case. In general we denote by b the primitive idempotent of Z OG
 . .corresponding to a primitive idempotent b of Z kG . Strictly speaking, a
perfect isometry between two blocks is a bijective isometry between the
generalized characters associated with these blocks which induces a bijec-
tion between the O-valued class functions associated with these two blocks
and it also induces a bijection between the K-valued class functions
associated with these two blocks vanishing on the p-singular conjugacy
classes.
1.3. Broue has posed a conjecture on the relation between theÂ
blocks with abelian defect groups and their Brauer correspondents Ques-
w x.tion 6.2 and Conjecture 6.1 in Bro : Namely, if b is a block of G with
 .abelian defect group P and e is a root of b in C P , thenG
Ã .  .i OGb and ON P, e e are derived equivalent, andÃG
 .  .ii b and e, considered as blocks of G and N P, e , respectively,G
are isotypic.
The result of this paper concerns the second part of this conjecture. We
note that if the second part of this conjecture holds, then b and its Brauer
 .correspondent in N P are isotypic, and in particular, a perfect isometryG
w xexists between them and consequently Alperin's weight conjecture in A
w x  .holds for b, as is shown in the introduction in U1 . This conjecture ii has
w xbeen solved affirmatively, when P is cyclic by Linckelmann Bro , when b
w xis the principal 2-block by Fong and Harris FH , when b is the principal
 n. w xblock of GL p with p / 2 Bro , when b is a unipotent p-block of a2
finite group related with a connected reductive algebraic group over F forq
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a large prime number p, which is not a divisor of q but is a divisor of
 . w xf q for some d by Broue, Malle, and Michel BMM , when b is aÂd
w xp-block of a symmetric group by Rouquier and Enguehard R , when b is
w xthe principal block of a sporadic simple group by Rouquier R , and when
  .  .. the inertial quotient E s N P, e rP ? C P of b is small. See theG G
w x w xintroductions of U1 and U2 for the details of the bibliography about the
.last case. As one of successive works of the last case we will prove the
following:
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a finite group and b the principal block of G with
abelian defect group P. If the inertial quotient of b is an elementary abelian
2-group and p / 2, 3, then b and its Brauer correspondent, considered as
 .  .blocks of G and N P , respecti¨ ely, are isotypic in the good definition , andG
there is a perfect isometry which sends the tri¨ ial character to the tri¨ ial
character between them. Furthermore, the ordinary form of Dade's conjecture
holds for b.
THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a finite group and b the principal block of G with
abelian defect group P. If the inertial quotient of b is a dihedral group of order
8 and p / 3, then b and its Brauer correspondent, considered as blocks of G
 .  .and N P , respecti¨ ely, are isotypic in the good definition , and there is aG
perfect isometry which sends the tri¨ ial character to the tri¨ ial character
between them. Furthermore, the ordinary form of Dade's conjecture holds
for b.
 .Remark 1.6. Since b is the principal block, its root e in C P is theG
 .  .principal block as well and we have N P, e s N P . As is well known,G G
the order of the inertial quotient is prime to p. We add the assumption
p / 2 in order to include the trivial inertial quotient case. Actually there
are two definitions of an isotypy: The good one is stronger than the other
one and it requires a family of perfect isometries between corresponding
blocks of centralizers of all p-subgroups of P. See Definition 4.3, Defini-
w x .tion 4.6, and Remark 2 just below it in Bro . Later we will restate only the
good one in Definition 2.4. The next proposition states a relation between
the existence of such perfect isometry and the ordinary form of Dade's
 w x .conjecture. See D for this conjecture. After the author proved this
proposition for principal blocks, Watanabe proved it in general. From this
proposition we obtain the last parts of the conclusions in Theorem 1.4 and
Theorem 1.5 concerned with the ordinary form of Dade's conjecture.
  .Since a defect group of b is abelian, d b9 in this proposition is also a
defect group of b and then the inertial quotient of b9 is a subgroup of the
.inertial quotient of b.
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let b be a block of a finite group G with an abelian
defect group. Assume that
If H is a subgroup of G, b9 is a block of H which is admissible in G
G   ..  . .i.e., H < C d b9 for a defect group d b9 of b9 and b9 s b,G ) .then there is a perfect isometry between b9 and its Brauer correspon-
  ..dent in N d b9 .H
Then the ordinary form of Dade's conjecture holds for b.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .2.1. If G is a finite group and b is a p-block of G, let Irr GK
 .denote the set of irreducible ordinary characters and let Irr G, b denoteK
 .the subset of Irr G of characters associated with b. SetK
"Irr G, b s Irr G, b j y Irr G, b . .  .  .K K K
 .Let L G denote the Grothendieck group of the category of ordinaryK
 .K-representations of G and let L G, b denote the Grothendieck groupK
 .of the category of ordinary K-representations of G in b. Let CF G, b beO
Ã .the O-module of the O-valued class functions a on G such that a gb s
 .  .a g for any g in G. Let CF G be the K-vector space of K-valued classK
 .  .functions on G, and let CF G, b be the subspace of CF G of classK K
Ã .  .  .  .functions a such that a gb s a g . Let BCF G and BCF G, b beK K
 .  .the subspaces of CF G and CF G, b of class functions vanishing onK K
T  .the p-singular conjugacy classes of G, respectively. Let CF G andK
T  .  .  .CF G, b be the subspaces of CF G and CF G, b of class functionsK K K
 .vanishing on the p-regular conjugacy classes of G, respectively. Let L Gk
 .and L G, b denote the Grothendieck groups of the categories of k G-k
 .and k G b-modules of finite dimension , respectively, and we identify any
element of them with its Brauer character. For a character x of G and a
G  .subgroup H of G let Res x or Res x be the restriction of x to H.H H
2.2. For any p-subgroup Q of G let Br denote the BrauerQ
  .morphism associated with Q i.e., a k-linear map from kG to kC QG
 .  .such that for x g G Br x s x if x is in C Q , and zero otherwiseQ G
w x . w xAB . Alperin and Broue introduced a subpair in AB and they defined aÂ
b-subpair and the inclusion of two b-subpairs. They also defined a b-ele-
ment when the corresponding p-subgroup is cyclic. We note that if P is a
 .  .defect group of b and e is a root of b in C P , then P, e is a maximalG
b-subpair. We also note that each Q 9 P determines a unique block b ofQ
 .  .  .C Q such that Q, b 9 P, e in G.G Q
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2.3. Here we will show an outline of a proof of Proposition 1.7
w xaccording to Watanabe's method W . Let b be a block of G with positive
defect, in general. Let d be an integer such that d P 0. For a p-chain C
Dade defined
Gk N C , b , d s z g Irr N C b z s b , d z s d , .  .  .  . .  . 5G K G
 .  .  .   ..where b z is the block of N C to which z belongs and d z s d b zG
 .  .y h z and h z is a height of z . Let R be the set of all radical p-chains
in G and RrG be an arbitrary family of representatives for the G-orbits
 .in R. Dade's conjecture ordinary form is the following one: For any
 .p-block b of positive defect of G with O G s 1, an equationp
< <Cy1 k N C , b , d s 0 2.3.1 .  .  . . G
CgRrG
holds for any d P 0. If we fix a radical p-chain C, then we have
G
z g Irr N C b z s b , d z s d .  .  . . 5K G
Gs z g Irr N C , f f s b , d z s d a disjoint union .  .  . 4 .D K G
f
and then setting
Gk N C , b , f , d s z g Irr N C , f f s b , d z s d , .  .  . 4 .  .G K G
we have
k N C , b , f , d s k N C , b , d , .  . .  . G G
f
 .  G .where f runs over the set of blocks of N C satisfying f s b actually .G
For any g g G we also have
k N C , b , f , d s k N C g , b , f g , d . .  . .  .G G
 .Let R9 be the set of all the pairs C, f of radical p-chains C and blocks f
 .of N C . R9rG will denote an arbitrary family of representatives for theG
 .G-orbits in R9. Hence, we may rewrite 2.3.1 as
< <Cy1 k N C , b , f , d s 0. 2.3.2 .  .  . . G
 .C , f gR9rG
From now on we assume that a defect group of b is abelian. If
 4C : 1 s P - P - P - ??? - P0 1 2 m
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 . Gis a radical p-chain, C, f g R9 and f s b, then P is a normalm
subgroup of
m
N C s N P .  .FG G i
is0
 .  .and then P is contained in a defect group P of f and then C P 9 N Cm G G
 .i.e., f is admissible in G . Then P is conjugate to some defect group D of
G  w x.b, since D is abelian and f s b cf. AB . Now we divide all the pairs
 . GC, f in R9 satisfying f s b into two subsets S and S 9 according to the
order of the last term of C. If its last term is a defect group of f , put it in
S ; otherwise put it in S 9. Then consider a map:
S 9 ª S
 41 s P - P - ??? - P , f 9 .0 1 ny1
 4¬ 1 s P - P - ??? - P - P , Br f 9 , 2.3.3 .  . .0 1 ny1 n Pn
where P is a defect group of f 9 inn
ny1
N s N P 2.3.4 .  .F G i
is0
 .  .and Br f 9 is the Brauer correspondent of f 9 in N P . Here we chooseP N nn
all possible defect groups P of f 9 and then the images are N-conjugate ton
  .each other, since the defect groups are. The latter chain in 2.3.3 is also a
  .. .radical p-chain, since P s O N P . Brauer's first main theoremn p N n
shows that any pair
 41 s P - P - ??? - P , f in S 2.3.5 . .0 1 n
has a unique inverse image,
 4 N1 s P - P - ??? - P , f in S 9 2.3.6 . .0 1 ny1
N  .by this map, since f s f 9 is equivalent to Br f 9 s f. Clearly if two pairsPn
in S 9 are G-conjugate to each other, then their images in S are
G-conjugate. On the contrary, if two pairs in S are G-conjugate, then
their inverse images in S 9 are also G-conjugate to each other. To
 g .N g  N . gprove this fact it is enough to show that we have f s f for g g G
 .  .  . Nwith the notation in 2.3.4 , 2.3.5 , and 2.3.6 . Indeed, if f s f 9, then
 .Br f 9 s f and thenPn
Br g f 9g s f g , .Pn
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 g .N g g  N . gwhich implies f s f 9 s f . Now there is a perfect isometry
 . N  .  .between f in 2.3.5 and f in 2.3.6 by assumption ) . Note that a
perfect isometry preserves the height of each irreducible ordinary charac-
w x  .ters by Theorem 1.5 in Bro . Then 2.3.2 follows from the cancellation of
 .  .2.3.5 and 2.3.6 .
DEFINITION 2.4 Definition 4.3, Definition 4.6, and Remark 2 just below
w x w x.it in Bro , Definition in page 142 in FH . Let G and G9 be finite groups,
b a block of G, b9 a block of G9, and P a defect group of both b and b9.
The blocks b and b9 are isotypic, if the following conditions hold:
 .i The inclusion of P into G and G9 induces an equivalence of the
 .  .Brauer categories Br G and Br G9 .b, P b9, P
 . Q   . X .ii There exists a perfect isometry I from L C Q , b toK G9 Q
  . .L C Q , b for each subgroup Q of P such thatK G Q
d  z , bQ z:.I Q s I Q z: d  z , b9Q z:. 2.4.1 .p9C Q. C Q.G G 9
 . Q z:for any element z in C Q , where I is an induced K-linear map fromP p9
Q z:    :. X .    :. .I between BCF C Q z , b and BCF C Q z , b ,K G9 Q z: K G Q z:
and d z, bQ z:. is the decomposition map associated with b -elementC Q. QG
 .  .z, b of C Q .Q z: G
Note that I1: is a perfect isometry between b9 and b. With this family of
perfect isometries we call I1: an isotypy in the good definition between b9
and b.
2.5. If a block b of G has an abelian defect group P and a root e
 .  .in C P , then condition i in Definition 2.4 holds for b and e consideredG
 .  .as blocks of G and N P, e , respectively, since N P, e controls theG G
w xfusion of b-subpairs by Proposition 4.21 in AB . Since Br is a BrauerP
 .  .homomorphism, Br b is the Brauer correspondent of b in N P as inP G
w x2.3. Let L be the semidirect product of P by E. By Theorem A in K
 .  .kN P Br b is Morita equivalent to some twisted group algebra of LPG
Ãover k. Let L be the k*-central extension of L determined by this twisted
group algebra of L over k. Actually, when P is abelian, the k*-central
Ã  .extension E of E is easily determined by N P, e and its block e byG
Ã Ãw x .Lemma 2.5 in PU1 and L is the semidirect product of P by E. By
w xLemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.15 in P2 we can consider a finite group L9
Ã Ãof L and a p-block b9 of L9, instead of an infinite group L. We will
construct an isotypy between the given block b of G and the correspond-
ing block b9 of L9, which will guarantee the existence of an isotypy
 .  .between b of G and its Brauer correspondent Br b of N P . WeP G
identify the b9-subpairs with the corresponding p-subgroups of L9 as in
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w x2.13 in PU1 . But we consider only the principal block b in this paper.
Ã  w x w x.Then E splits cf. Proposition 2.1 in P1 and Lemma 2.5 in PU1 and
Ã  .k L ( kL and the block in each b-subpair respectively, b9-subpair is*
always the principal block as well. Now we construct a family of perfect
 .isometries satisfying condition 2.4.1 , applying the general method in
w xPU1 which does not depend on E.
2.6. Before we start we prepare some notation. For a p-element x
x  .   ..of G let d : CF G ª BCF C x be the twisted restriction mappingK K GG
 .  .  .x g CF G on the C x -central function over C x , which mapsK G G p9
 .  . x   ..  .s g C x on x xs . Let e : BCF C x ª CF G be its adjointG p9 K G KG
x  w x.K-linear map, which is a section of d cf. 2.10 in PU1 .G
Note that in our case d x coincides with the decomposition mapC Q.L x, b9Q x:. X  X .  .d associated with b -element x, b of C Q . Let X beQ Q x: LC Q.L
an E-stable nonempty set of subgroups of P satisfying the following
condition:
If Q g X and R is a p-subgroup of P and contains Q, then R g X .
2.6.1 .
Let
G s G : BCF C Q ª BCF C Q , b Q g X 2.6.2 .  .  . .  . 5Q K L K G Q
be a family of isometries. We remark that for a fixed Q there may exist
.some isometries G , but we choose only one. For any subgroup Q of P letQ
 .T be a transversal for the C Q -orbits in P. Then for Q g X the mapQ E
D : CF C Q ª CF C Q , b .  . .  .Q K L K G Q
h ¬ ez G d z h 2.6.3 .  . .  /Q z:C Q. C Q.G L
zgTQ
is a bijective isometry. We say that G is E-equivariant if, for any Q g X,
  ..any h g BCF C Q and any s g E we haveK L
s s
sG h s G h . 2.6.4 .  .  .Q Q
 .This condition guarantees that D does not depend on the choice of T .Q Q
DEFINITION 2.7. For an E-stable nonempty set X of subgroups of P
 .  .  .satisfying 2.6.1 , we call a family of isometries G in 2.6.2 a G, b -local
system over X if it is E-equivariant and if D , maps generalized charac-Q
ters to generalized characters for any Q g X.
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 .2.8. Notice that by 2.6.3 for Q g X, G is an induced K-linearQ
 .map from D . Now we can see that if G is a G, b -local system over X,Q
 . Q then for any Q g X, D is a perfect isometry and satisfies 2.4.1 as I cf.Q
w x.  . w x3.3 in PU1 . In particular by 3.3.6 in PU1 we have
G L C Q s L C Q , b . 2.8.1 .  .  . . .  .Q k L k G Q
 < <Now it suffices to prove the following theorem by induction on G for
.Theorem 1.5 .
THEOREM 2.9. With the notation and hypothesis in Theorem 1.4 respec-
.  .ti¨ ely Theorem 1.5 , there is a G, b -local system o¨er the set of all the
subgroups of P.
w x  .2.10. As in 3.4 in PU1 , there are exactly two G, b -local systems
 4  4G defined over an E-stable set P : Namely G sends the uniqueP P
 .irreducible Brauer character of C P to the unique irreducible BrauerL
 .character of e in C P , up to a sign. Since b is the principal block, hereG
we choose G satisfyingP
G 1 s 1 , 2.10.1 . .P C P . C P .L G
where these trivial characters are regarded as Brauer characters. In order
to prove Theorem 2.9 we may suppose that X does not contain all the
subgroups of P. Let Q be a subgroup of P which is maximal, such that
 .Q f X. Now all we have to do is to show that we can extend a G, b -local
 .system G over X to a G, b -local system G9 over the union of X and the
 .  .E-orbit of Q with some modification, if necessary . Set C Q sG
 .  .  .C Q rQ, C Q s C Q rQ, and P s PrQ and let b denote the imageG L L Q
 . w xof b in kC Q . Now by Proposition 3.7 in PU1 , the mapQ G
D0 : CF C Q ª CF C Q , b .  . .  .Q K L K G Q
h ¬ ez G d z h 2.10.2 .  . .  /Q z:C Q. G Q.G L
zgT yQQ
induces a bijective isometry
0 0 0D : CF C Q ª CF C Q , b .  . .  /Q K L K G Q
and we have
0 0 0D L C Q s L C Q , b , 2.10.3 .  .  . . .  /Q K L K G Q
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where both sets denote the generalized characters vanishing on p-regular
conjugacy classes, respectively. In order to show that G can be extended to
0 .a G, b -local system over X 9, it suffices to show that D can be extendedQ
 .to an N Q -stable isometryE
D : L C Q ª L C Q , b .  . .  /Q K L K G Q
w xby Proposition 3.11 in PU1 . Note that P is a defect group of b and theQ
 .inertial quotient of b is C Q . Throughout the remainder of this paperQ E
 .we will prove the existence of N Q -stable D . Before we start we remarkE Q
w xthat by Theorem 3.2 in Chapter 5 in G
C Q acts on P faithfully, 2.10.4 .  .E
since E acts on P faithfully. As a significant feature of blocks with abelian
defect groups we have the following Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 4.21
w x.in AB .
Remark 2.11. Assume that a block b has an abelian defect group P.
Then
 .  .i N P, e controls the fusion of b-subpairs and then we haveG
N Q, b s C Q N P , e l N Q . 2.11.1 .  .  .  . . .G Q G G G
 .  .  ..ii If b is the principal block, then N P, e s N P controls theG G
 .  .  .G-fusion of the p-elements of P and similarly N P, e l C Q con-G G
 .trols the C Q -fusion of P.G
 .2.12. Assume that C Q s 1 in this section. We can prove theE
 . w xexistence of D and its N Q -stability quite similarly to 4.4 in PU1 . ByQ E
 .2.8.1 G has to send the trivial Brauer character to, up to a sign, theQ
  ..trivial Brauer character. On the other hand, any character in Irr C QK L
 .  .can be written as l for some l g Irr P and by 2.6.3 and RemarkK
 .  .  ..2.11 ii the values of D l s D l on the p-section containing aQ Q
 .  .p-element z g P are given by l z G 1 , where 1 implies the trivialQ z:
 .Brauer character for short.
 :If Q is a maximal subgroup of P, then Q z s P and G s G forQ z: P
 .  .  .  .any z g P y Q and then by 2.10.1 and 2.6.3 we get D 1 s D 1 s 1Q Q
from the value on the p-sections containing p-elements in P y Q, and
consequently G sends the trivial Brauer character to the trivial BrauerQ
  .  ..character. Like this by 2.6.3 and 2.10.1 inductively we can show that
 .  .D sends the trivial character of C Q to the trivial character of C QQ L G
and, consequently, we have
G 1 s 1 in case C Q s 1, 2.12.1 .  . .Q C Q. C Q. EL G
where the trivial characters are regarded as Brauer characters.
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 .2.13. First we assume that C Q s F for some subgroup F of EE
 .of order 2 and that C F s Q. In this case the involution in F acts on PP
leaving only the identity element of P fixed. Then the trivial character is
 .the only character in Irr P which is F-stable, and we can define D byK Q
w x  w x.  .4.7.3 in PU1 cf. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 in PU1 . For the N Q -stability of DE Q
 :  .  .we claim that D is y -stable for any y g N Q y C Q . Note thatQ E E
 . :C Q y is a group of order 4 in this case. Also note that b isE Q
0 :  .  .  .  .  .y -stable, since N Q, b rC Q ( N Q rC Q by 2.11.1 . Since DG Q G E E Q
 :is already y -stable, we have only to prove that the isometry induced by
  ..   . .  :  w x.D from L C Q to L C Q , b is also y -stable cf. 4.8 in PU1 .Q k L k G Q
 :   ..Then it suffices to prove that y acts trivially on Irr C Q if and only ifk L
 :   . .y acts trivially on Irr C Q , b . Here the number of the isomorphismk G Q
 . :  :classes of simple kC Q y -modules is four when y acts trivially onL
  ..Irr C Q ; otherwise, it is one. Similarly the number of the isomorphismk L
 . :  :classes of simple kC Q y b -modules is four when y acts trivially onG Q
  . .Irr C Q , b ; otherwise it is one. Now our claim follows from thek G Q
wresults on blocks with abelian defect groups and the inertial index 4 PU1,
x  .PU2 . We get G from this D and we can define D as 2.6.3 .Q Q Q
 .We remark that by 2.12.1 we have
G 1 s 1 .Q z: C Q z:. C Q z:.L G
for any z g P y Q in case C Q s F and C F s Q, 2.13.1 .  .  .E P
where we regard these trivial characters as Brauer characters. First note
 .  .   ..that by 2.6.3 and Remark 2.11 ii for any character z in Irr C Q theK L
 .values of D z on the p-section containing z g P y Q are given byQ
z z G 1 . 2.13.2 .  .  .Q z:
  ..Now we claim that for any nonlinear character z in Irr C QK L
   ...; Irr C Q we haveK L
D z s D z / "1 . 2.13.3 .  .  .Q Q C Q.G
 .  .Indeed, by 2.13.1 , 2.13.2 , and the assumption that p / 3, we have
D z z s z z s u z q u zy1 / "1, .  .  .  .  .Q
 .with a linear constituent u of Res z , from which we get 2.13.3 . On theP
  ..other hand, there are at least two nonlinear characters z in Irr C Q ,K L
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 .since p / 3, and then D z is uniquely determined for each z . ButQ
actually
There are exactly two extensions D according to the choice of theQ
images of the linear characters of F considered as characters of
 ..C Q .L
2.13.4 .
 .  .Here by 2.13.3 and 2.13.4 we choose D in such a way that D sendsQ Q
 .the trivial character of C Q to, up to a sign, the trivial character ofL
 .  .   .C Q . But from the values of D 1 on P y Q cf. 2.13.1 andG Q C Q.L
 ..2.13.2 D has to send the trivial character to the trivial character.Q
Consequently we have
G 1 s 1 for Q s C F , 2.13.5 .  . .Q C Q. C Q. PL G
where these trivial characters are regarded as Brauer characters.
 .2.14. Next assume that C Q s F for some subgroup F of E ofE
 .order 2 and C F p Q. In this case by Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.2 inP
w xChapter 5 in G we have
w xP s C F = P , F , and C F rQ s C F 2.14.1 .  .  .  .P P P
w xand the involution in F acts on P, F , leaving only the identity element
w x fixed. We can define D uniquely by 4.7.3 in PU1 cf. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 inQ
w x.  .  :PU1 , and for any y g N Q y -stability of D follows from theE Q
0 .uniqueness and N Q -stability of D . Now we get G from this D andE Q Q Q
 .we can define D by 2.6.3 . As in 2.13 we can show that for any nonlinearQ
  ..  .  .character z in Irr C Q 2.13.3 holds, since z z / "1 for a nontrivialK L
w x   ..element zQ g P, F / 1 by 2.10.4 . Then D has to send some linearQ
 .  .character of C Q to, up to a sign, the trivial character of C Q . NoteL G
 .that any linear character of C Q can be written as lj for someL
  ..  .  .  .l g Irr C F and some j g Irr F by 2.14.1 . Then by 2.6.3 andK P K
 .  .   ..Remark 2.11 ii the values of D lj s D lj on the p-sectionQ Q
 .containing a p-element u g C F y Q are given byP
l u G j 2.14.2 .  .  .Qu:
 .and by 2.8.1 we have
 :  :G L C Q u s L C Q u , b . 2.14.3 . .  . . .  /Qu: k L k G Qu:
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 .  .If Q is a maximal subgroup of C F , then for any u in C F y Q, GP P Qu:
 .sends the trivial Brauer character to the trivial Brauer character by 2.13.5
 .  .and then from 2.14.2 and 2.14.3 we get a conclusion that D sends theQ
 .trivial character to the trivial character, considering the values of D ljQ
 .on all the p-sections containing an element in C F y Q. Then G sendsP Q
 .the trivial Brauer character of C Q to the trivial Brauer character ofL
 .  .C Q , if Q is a maximal subgroup of C F . Like this, inductively we canG P
show that
G 1 s 1 if C Q s 2, 2.14.4 .  . .Q C Q. C Q. EL G
where these trivial characters are regarded as Brauer characters.
 .2.15. Next we assume that C Q s E9 for some subgroup E9 ofE
 .E isomorphic with a Klein four group and that C E9 s Q. We define DP Q
w xuniquely by 4.10 and 4.19 in PU1 , with some modification of G, if
  ..  .  :necessary cf. 2.13.4 . For any y g N Q , y -stability of D followsE Q
0 .from the N Q -stability of D . In this caseE Q
P s C F ? C F9 ? C F0 .  .  .P P P
for three distinct subgroups F, F9, and F0 of E9 of order 2, respectively,
w x  . by Theorem 3.16 in Chapter 5 in G or 3.1.2 below. When E is
 .isomorphic with a dihedral group of order 8, we set F0 s Z E and then
.  .F is E-conjugate to F9. By 2.10.4 we may assume that
C F p C E9 and C F9 p C E9 . 2.15.1 .  .  .  .  .P P P P
We want to show that
G 1 s 1 , 2.15.2 . .Q C Q. C Q.L G
where these trivial characters are regarded as Brauer characters. At the
same time we will show the fact that we do not need to modify G, since it
 .has been constructed very naturally cf. 2.13 . This fact is extremely
important, since E has many subgroups isomorphic with Klein four groups
and then there may exist many Q satisfying the above condition. If we
needed to go back again and again to greater p-subgroups R of P for
modification, then it might cause modification for the same R in duplicate
 . .and it would be difficult to construct a G, b -local system. Note that the
 .  .necessity to modify G may occur only when we have C F0 p C E9 s QP P
and we modify only
G R g X , C R s F0 2.15.3 .  . 4R E
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Ã   ..with a unique self-isometry G of BCF C R permuting nontriviallyR K L
 .  . the two irreducible Brauer characters of C R for each R in 2.15.3 cf.L
w x.4.18 in PU1 . First we claim that
D h / "1 2.15.4 .  .Q C Q.G
  ..    ... for any nontrivial character h g Irr C Q ; Irr C Q . ActuallyK L K L
.this is independent of modification. Before we start we remark that
 :There exists an element u g P y Q such that C Q u s 1. 2.15.5 . .E
  . w x  . .  .Cf. 3.10.1 in PU1 and 3.1.1 below. If h 1 s 2, then Res h containsP
a linear character u of P whose stabilizer in E9 is a maximal subgroup of
 4E9 and denoting by 1, x a cross section of this maximal subgroup in E9,
 .we have for u in 2.15.5
xD h u s "h u s " u u q u u .  .  .  .  . .Q
 . w x  .by 3.10.2 in PU1 and Remark 2.11 ii . But this value cannot be "1,
 .since p / 3. Hence 2.15.4 holds for any irreducible character of degree 2.
 .If h 1 s 4 and Res h contains a linear constituent u , then denoting byP
 41, y a cross section of F9 in E9, we have for any
u g C F9 y C E9 2.15.6 .  .  .P P
du h s u u q u y u 1 q j , .  .  .  . .C Q.L
where 1 and j are irreducible Brauer characters such that we can identify
 :  : 41, j s Irr F9 ; BCF C Q u s BCF C Q u . 2.15.7 .  . .  . .K K L K L
 .  .  .   ..Then by 2.6.3 and Remark 2.11 ii the values of D h s D h on theQ Q
  . y ..  .  .p-section containing u are given by u u q u u G 1 q j . By 2.8.1Qu:
 .  .we also have 2.14.3 for this p-element u. Consequently 2.15.4 holds for
 .this h by 2.14.4 . If h is a nontrivial linear character whose kernel in E9 is
 .  .F or F0, then for u g P satisfying 2.15.6 and for j in 2.15.7 we have
d u h s j .C Q.L
 .and then, as above, 2.15.4 also holds for this h. If h is a nontrivial linear
  ..  .character in Irr C Q whose kernel in E9 is F9, then we can get 2.15.4K L
 .   ..similarly, considering the values of D h s D h on the p-sectionQ Q
 .  .   ..containing a p-element ¨ g C F y C E9 cf. 2.15.1 . In any caseP P
 .  .2.15.4 already holds and D has to send the trivial character of C Q to,Q L
 .up to a sign, the trivial character of C Q . But, if D has been obtainedG Q
 .after the modification of 2.15.3 , then we can show that D cannot sendQ
 .the trivial character of C Q to, up to a sign, the trivial character ofL
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 .  .C Q , considering the values of D 1 on the p-section containing aG Q C Q.L
 .  .p-element w g C F0 y C E9 . Now we have proved that we do notP P
 .need to modify G and that D sends the trivial character of C Q just toQ L
 .  .the trivial character of C Q , considering the values of D 1 on theG Q C Q.L
 .   ..p-section containing a p-element u satisfying 2.15.6 cf. 2.15.1 .
 .2.16. We assume that C Q s E9 for some subgroup E9 isomor-E
 .phic with a Klein four group and that C E9 p Q. We can define DP Q
w x  .  .uniquely by 4.17 in PU1 and its N Q -stability follows from the N Q -E E
0 <  . <  .stability of D . By induction on C E9 : Q we will also show 2.15.2 . AsQ P
 .  .in 2.15 we may assume 2.15.1 and we can show 2.15.4 for any nonlinear
  ..  .character h of Irr C Q . Note that any linear character of C Q canK L L
  ..  .be written as lj for some l g Irr C E9 and some j g Irr E9 . ThenK P K
 .   ..considering the values of D lj s D lj on all the p-sectionsQ Q
 .  .containing p-elements in C E9 y Q similarly to 2.14, we get 2.15.2P
inductively.
2.17. In this paragraph we summarize knowledge about an action
of a p9-group E9 on an abelian p-group P. For any subgroup F of E9, by
w xTheorem 2.3 in Chapter 5 in G , we have
w xP s C F = P , F . 2.17.1 .  .P
w xThen any linear character u of P which is stabilized by F, contains P, F
 .in its kernel and consequently it is regarded as a character of C F . OnP
 .the other hand, any linear character of C F can be regarded as aP
w xcharacter of P which contains P, F in its kernel. Then
There is a bijection between C F and Irr C F , 2.17.2 .  .  . .Irr P . K PK
 .where a character u in Irr P which is stabilized by F is mapped to itsK
 .restriction to C F . ThenP
E acts on P faithfully if and only if E acts on Irr P faithfully, 2.17.3 .  .K
and
C F s 1 if and only if C F s 1. 2.17.4 .  .  .P Irr P .K
In particular,
C E s 1 if and only if C E s 1. 2.17.5 .  .  .P Irr P .K
Note that
 .If F is a normal subgroup of E9, then a bijection 2.17.2 is E9-stable.
2.17.6 .
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3. EXTENSION IN CASE E IS AN ELEMENTARY
ABELIAN 2-GROUP
3.1. Before we go further we introduce two known results about
actions of abelian p9-groups on abelian p-groups. The first one is
If an abelian p9-group E9 is acting on an abelian p-group P faithfully,
 .then there exists an element x in P such that C x s 1.E9
3.1.1 .
The next one is
If E9 is a noncyclic elementary abelian r-group for some prime
 .number r / p acting on an abelian p-group P, then P is generated
 .by its subgroups C F , where F runs o¨er the set of all maximalP
subgroups of E9.
3.1.2 .
To prove these facts, we may assume that P is an elementary abelian
p-group, and regarding it as a vector space over a field ZrpZ and also an
E9-module and we have only to apply Maschke's theorem and the fact that
a finite abelian group acting faithfully and irreducibly on a vector space is
cyclic. When E9 is an elementary abelian r-group of order r n for some
 .prime number r / p , we regard E9 as a vector space over a field ZrrZ of
dimension n, and we define
E9* s Hom E9, ZrrZ .Zr rZ
 .and identify it with a group Irr E9 through an embedding of an additiveK
group ZrrZ into the multiplicative group of K. For any subgroup F of E9
let F H be the annihilator of F in E9*. The following proposition indicates
that E9* can be described as a direct sum of the annihilators of some
special subgroups of E9 in connection with its action on a p-group P, and
 .this guarantees that any character in Irr E9 can be written as a productK
of elements of these annihilators.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let P be an abelian p-group. Let E9 be a noncyclic
elementary abelian r-group of order r n with some prime number r distinct from
p and assume that E9 is acting on P faithfully. Then there are maximal
 .subgroups F 1 O i O n of E9 satisfying the following conditions:i
 .  .i C F / 1 for each i such that 1 O i O n.P i
 . n n Hii F F s 1 and E9* s [ F .is1 i iis1
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 .Furthermore, if F i s 1, 2 are any gi¨ en distinct maximal subgroups of E9i
 .  .such that C F / 1 i s 1, 2 , then we can find maximal subgroups FP i j
 .  .  .3 O j O n of E9 satisfying i and ii with gi¨ en F and F .1 2
Proof. If F is any maximal subgroup of E9, then F H is a one-dimen-
sional subspace of E9* and E9* is a sum of these F H , where F runs over
 .the set of all maximal subgroups of E9. On the other hand, by 3.1.2 we
have
P s C F , . P
FgS
where
S s maximal subgroups F of E9 C F / 1 . . 4P
Since E9 acts on P faithfully, we have
F s 1. 3.2.1 .F
FgS
 .The right-hand side of 3.2.1 is 0, if we regard E9 and F as vector spaces
 .of ZrrZ. Hence 3.2.1 is equivalent to
E9* s F H .
FgS
 H 4Then we can choose a basis F ¬ 1 O i O n of E9* with F g S, and theyi i
become a dual basis of E9 and, equivalently,
n
F s 1F i
is1
 .and ii holds. The last statement follows from the above argument.
3.3. In this paragraph we fix an abelian p9-group E9 acting on an
abelian p-group P. Let F be a subgroup of E9. Note that F satisfies
1 / x g P C x s F / B 3.3.1 .  . 4E9
if and only if
C F / 1 and E9rF acts on C F faithfully. 3.3.2 .  .  .P P
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  .  .  . .  .Here 3.3.1 follows from 3.3.2 by 3.1.1 . In other words 3.3.2 holds if
and only if
  .  .  .C F / 1 and C F9 m C F for any subgroup F9 of E9P P P
containing F as a maximal subgroup.
3.3.3 .
 .  .  .  .On the other hand, by 2.17.3 , 2.17.4 , and 2.17.6 , 3.3.2 holds if and
only if
C F / 1 and E9rF acts on C F faithfully. 3.3.4 .  .  .Irr P . Irr P .K K
 .As above 3.3.4 holds if and only if
1 / u g Irr P C u s F / B. 3.3.5 .  .  . 4K E9
 .  .Consequently, 3.3.1 is equivalent to 3.3.5 . Let P i E9 be the semidirect
product of P by E9 determined by a given action. Here we summarize the
 .  .knowledge about Irr P i E9 in general. First we identify Irr E9 withK K
 .  .its canonical image in Irr P i E9 . Let m be a character in Irr P i E9K K
 .  .y Irr E9 . Then m determines an E9-orbit in Irr P when it is re-K K
stricted to P. Let F be the stabilizer of an element of this orbit. Then thism
element is extendible to P i F by Gallagher's theorem. Now the restric-m
 .tion of m to F determines a multiple of some j g Irr F and we havem m K m
m y IndE
X
j g L 0 P i E9 , 3.3.6 .  .F m Km
where IndE9 j denotes the induction of j to E9 and we regard it aF m mm
character of P i E9.
3.4. Now we return to the proof of Theorem 2.9 in case E is an
 .elementary abelian 2-group. Set E9 s C Q andE
n< <C Q s P i E9 and E9 s 2 . .L
We continue the argument in Section 2 and then we may assume that
n P 3. Since
E9 is acting on P faithfully,
we quote the results in 3.1, 3.3 and the Proposition 3.2 replacing P with P.
 .By 3.3.6
E9m y Ind j m g Irr C Q y Irr E9 3.4.1 .  .  . . 5F m K L Km
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0  ..   ..becomes a Z-basis of L C Q . For any m and m9 in Irr C Q yK L K L
 .Irr E9 we haveK
m y IndE9 j , m9 y IndE9 j /F m F m9m m9 PiE9
1 q E9rF if m s m9¡ m
F F~ m m9s E9rF F if m / m9, Res j s Res jm m9 F l F m F l F m9m m9 m m9¢
0 otherwise.
By the results in 3.3 we remark that a given subgroup F of E9 can be Fm
  ..  .with some m in Irr C Q y Irr E9 if and only ifK L K
1 / x g P C x s F / B 3.4.3 .  . 4E9
  .  ..  .cf. 3.3.1 and 3.3.5 . Furthermore, if F satisfies 3.4.3 and z is any
given linear character of F, then there is an irreducible character m of
 .C Q not only having F as F but also having z as j .L m m
3.5. First we assume
C E9 s Q i.e., C E9 s 1 . 3.5.1 .  .  . .P P
  ..Under this assumption E9 itself cannot be F with any m g Irr C Q ym K L
 .Irr E9 , but a maximal subgroup F of E9 can be F with some m gK m
  ..  .Irr C Q y Irr E9 if and only ifK L K
C F / 1 3.5.2 .  .P
  ..  .cf. 3.3.3 . By Proposition 3.2 there are maximal subgroups F 1 O i O ni
of E9 such that
n
HC F / 1 1 O i O n and Irr E9 ( E9* s F . .  .  . P i K i
is1
Set
F Hs j s 1 , j 1 O i O n . 4 .  .i 0 i
 .Then any character in Irr E9 can be written as a product of distinctK
elements chosen from among
j 0 O i O n . 4i
 .  .First we pick up only the characters in 3.4.1 having F 1 O j O n as F ,j m
and if a subset of this set consists of all characters having common
d m .C Q.L
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  . .s d m for short from now on , we call it a family for convenience sake.
 .Note that having common d m implies having common F as F andj m
common
IndE9 j .F mm
Now we state some remarks. A family contains
1
C F y 1 3.5.3 . . /P j2
characters, if the characters in this family have F as F . This number is atj m
 .least two, since p / 3. By 3.4.2 the value of an inner product between
two characters belonging to different families is 1 or 0 and this value
depends on only families which they belong to and does not depend on
.the choice of the characters . Furthermore, if this value is one, then the
0images of these characters by D have only one irreducible character inQ
common and they contains this common irreducible character with the
same multiplicity 1 or y1. Next we make n tables filled with all these
families in the following way and put these tables in single file, for the
 .convenience of consideration. The size of the ith table 1 O i O n is
n
= n , /i y 1
and in the jth column on the first table we put the family satisfying
F s F and d m s 1 q j .m j j
 .  .and the jth column on the i q 1 th table 1 O i O n y 1 we put the
families satisfying
F s F , d m s j ? j ? j ??? j q j ? j ? j ??? j ? j .m j m m m m m m m m j1 2 3 i 1 2 3 i
 41 O m - m - ??? - m O n , j f m , m , . . . , m . .1 2 i 1 2 i
 .Then on each table there are some vacant entries. Bearing the above
remarks in mind, we start to determine the decompositions of the images
0by D of these families in n tables in single file from the northwest cornerQ
gradually. Finally they are uniquely and completely determined. If there is
 .another maximal subgroup F of E9 satisfying 3.5.2 and being different
 .from F 1 O i O n , then in comparison with the already determinedi
0decompositions we can determine the decompositions of the images by DQ
of the families corresponding to F. In this process the last statement of
Proposition 3.2 is helpful. If n s 2, we cannot determine them uniquely
 w x. . cf. 4.18 and 4.19 in PU1 . Summarizing we have the following under
 ..assumption 3.5.1 .
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Ã .   . .LEMMA 3.6. For each j in Irr E9 there exists j in "Irr C Q , bK K G Q
and they are orthogonal to each other. For any maximal subgroup F of E9
 .such that C F / 1, and for any gi¨ en linear character of F, there are at leastP
  ..two characters m of degree 2 in Irr C Q ha¨ing F as F and ha¨ing theK L m
  ..gi¨ en linear character of F as j . For any character m in Irr C Q suchm K L
 .  .  .that d m s d j q j 9 for some characters j and j 9 in Irr E9 , we ha¨eK
0 Ã ÃD m y j y j 9 s m y j y j 9, . ÃQ
Ã  . .where m is in "Irr C Q , b . Furthermore, these j and m are orthogo-Ã ÃK G Q
 .nal to each other when j runs o¨er Irr E9 and m runs o¨er the set ofK
  ..characters of degree 2 in Irr C Q .K L
3.7. Let n be any given character of degree more than 2 in
m  .. < <Irr C Q and set M s F and M s 2 . Then by the remark in 3.4,K L n
 .  .  .  .  .3.3.1 , 3.3.2 , and 3.4.3 we have C M / 1 and E9rM acts on C MP P
faithfully and m - n y 1. Then applying Proposition 3.2 for E9rM and
 .C M , we get at least two distinct maximal subgroups F and F9 of E9P
 .  .containing M and satisfying C F / 1 and C F9 / 1. Here we pick upP P
only F and continue the argument. First we remark that
Fz g Irr F Res z s j 3.7.1 .  .  . 4K M n
consists of 2 ny1ym characters and, furthermore,
IndE9z F
z
nym  .is a sum of 2 distinct linear characters of E9 when z runs over 3.7.1 .
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.6 for each linear character z of F in
 .   ..3.7.1 , there exist at least two m and m9 g Irr C Q satisfying F sK L m
 .F s F and j s j s z , and furthermore, for this m also for this m9m9 m m9
 .we have by 3.4.2
E9 E9 E9 E9n y Ind j , m y Ind j s n y Ind j , m y Ind z . .  .C QM n F m M n F .C Q LL
s 2
and
E9 E9 nym ny1ymn y Ind j , n y Ind j s 2 q 1 s 2 ? 2 q 1. .  .C QM n M n L
 .. Making z run over the above set 3.7.1 , we get the following under
 ..assumption 3.5.1 .
  ..LEMMA 3.8. For any n g Irr C Q of degree more than 2, we ha¨eK L
0 E9 ÃD n y Ind j s n y j 9,Ã  .Q F nn
j 9
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Ã  . .   .4where n is in "Irr C Q , b y "j ¬ j g Irr E9 and j 9 runs o¨er theÃ K G Q K
 .set of characters in Irr E9 such that we ha¨eK
j 9, IndE9 j / 0. .F nn E9
Proof. First we employ F in 3.7 and by the argument in 3.7 we get the
result apart from only one possible decomposition. Suppose that this
<  . <   ..exception occurs. This occurs only when C F s 5 cf. 3.5.3 andP
This exceptional decomposition contains exactly 2 nym y 1 distinct
Ã  .characters j for j in Irr E9K
3.8.1 .
and the remaining two constituents must be some m and m9, where m andÃ Ã
  ..m9 are characters in Irr C Q with F s F s F and j s j s z forK L m m9 m m9
 .some z in Irr F . Now we employ F9 in 3.7, instead of F and apply theK
 .same argument as F. Then by 3.8.1 this exceptional decomposition has to
  ..contain some m0 and m-, where m0 and m- are characters in Irr C QÃ Ã K L
 .with F s F s F9 and j s j g Irr F9 . This is a contradiction,m0 m - m0 m - K
 4  4since F / F9 and then m, m9 / m0, m- by Lemma 3.6.Ã Ã Ã Ã
 .3.9. By 3.4.1 , Lemma 3.6, and Lemma 3.8, under assumption
 .3.5.1 we get the conclusion: All characters x are orthogonal to eachÃ
0  ..other when x runs over Irr C Q , and then D is completely deter-K L Q
 .mined and its extension D is uniquely determined. Its N Q -stabilityQ E
0 .follows from this uniqueness and the N Q -stability of D .E Q
E9 .  .  43.10. Assume that C E9 p Q, which implies that Irr P / 1 .P K
E9 .  4It is easy to check that for any l g Irr P y 1 and any linearK
 .character j in Irr E9 we haveK
0 Ã ÃD l)j y j s j y j , .Q l
Ã Ã Ã  . .where j and j are in "Irr C Q , b . Furthermore, all characters jl K G Q l
E9Ã  .  4and j are orthogonal to each other, when l runs over Irr P y 1 andK
 .j runs over all linear characters in Irr E9 . Using these decompositionsK
0we can determine D far more quickly than the previous case. TheQ
0  .extension D of D is unique and its N Q -stability follows from thisQ Q E
uniqueness. Hence we have proved Theorem 2.9 in case E is an elemen-
tary abelian 2-group.
3.11. In this paragraph we will prove the remaining part of Theo-
 .  . rem 1.4. Namely, under assumptions 2.12.1 and 2.14.4 to be accurate,
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 . .under assumption 2.12.1 and the choice in 2.13 , we want to show that
if C Q s E9 is an elementary .E
G 1 s 1 3.11.1 . .Q C Q. C Q.L G abelian 2-group of order more than 4
< < by induction on P : Q . Here these trivial characters are regarded as
.  .  .Brauer characters. By the assumption, 2.15.2 cf. 2.16 and an inductive
hypothesis we can assume that
G 1 s 1 for any u g P y Q. 3.11.2 . .Qu: C Qu:. C Qu:.L G
First we claim that
D m / "1 3.11.3 .  .Q C Q.G
  ..    ...for any nontrivial character m g Irr C Q ; Irr C Q . Let u be aK L K L m
linear constituent of Res m. Then F is a stabilizer of u in E9. FirstP m m
assume that F s 1 and let F be a maximal subgroup of E9 such thatm
 .  .  .C F p C E9 . Such maximal subgroup F exists by 3.1.2 , since E9 isP P
 4acting on P faithfully. Let 1, y be a cross section of F in E9. Then for
 .  .u g C F y C E9 we haveP P
d u m s u u q u y u j 9, .  .  . . m mC Q.L
j 9
 .     :..where j 9 runs over Irr F identified with its image in BCF C Q u .K K L
 .  .  .  .Then by 3.11.2 , Remark 2.11 ii , and 2.8.1 , 3.11.3 holds for this m. If
F is a nontrivial proper subgroup of E9, then there is a maximal subgroupm
 .  .  .F9 such that F ? F9 s E9 and C F9 p C E9 , since by 3.1.2m P P
P s C F ? C F0 .  . P P
F>F F 0 rFm m
s C F ? C F0 , . . P m P
F0 rFm
where F runs over the maximal subgroups of E9 containing F and F0m
runs over the set of maximal subgroups of E9 not containing F . Then form
 .  .u g C F9 y C E9 we haveP P
d u m s u u IndF 9 ResFm j , .  .m F 9l F mC Q. mL F 9l Fm
< <where the right-hand side is regarded as a sum of F9: F9 l F irreduciblem
  :.  .  .Brauer characters of C Q u multiplied by u u . By 3.11.2 , RemarkL m
 .  .  .2.11 ii , and 2.8.1 , 3.11.3 holds for this m. If m is a nontrivial linear
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 .character of C Q whose kernel in E9 is a maximal subgroup F of E9,L
 .  .then there exists an element u in C F9 y C E9 for some maximalP P
subgroup F9 which is different from F and we have
E9ud m s l u j for some l g Irr P , .  .  .KC Q.L
where 1 and j are irreducible Brauer characters such that we can identify
 :  : 41, j s Irr F9 ; BCF C Q u s BCF C Q u . .  .  . . . .K K L K L
 .  .  .  .Then by 3.11.2 , Remark 2.11 ii , and 2.8.1 , 3.11.3 holds for this m. If m
 .is a nontrivial linear character of C Q identified with a nontrivialL
E9 .  .character l in Irr P , then for any u in C E9 y QK P
d u m s l u 1 . .  . C Qu:.C Q. LL
 .Then considering the values of D m on all the p-sections containing anQ
 .  .  .  .element in C E9 y Q, by 3.11.2 , Remark 2.11 ii , and 2.8.1 we get aP
conclusion that D sends the trivial character to the trivial character.Q
 .Hence 3.11.1 holds.
4. EXTENSION IN CASE E IS A DIHEDRAL GROUP
OF ORDER 8
4.1. In this section we assume that E is a dihedral group of order
 .  .8. When C Q is of order 1 or 2, or C Q is a Klein four group, our taskE E
 .  :was already done in Section 2. Here we assume that C Q s s of orderE
 :.4 and that C s s Q. SetP
ÄIrr C Q s j 0 O i O 3 ; Irr C Q , 4.1.1 .  .  . .  . 5K E i K L
Ä Ä Äwhere j is the trivial character and j q j corresponds to the regular0 0 1
2 0 :  : w xcharacter of s r s . By 3.6.1, 3.8.1, and 3.9.1 in PU2 D is completelyQ
determined. Furthermore, when we construct an isometry D extendingQ
0 Ä< <  .D in case P / 5, the image of each j 0 O i O 3 by D should beQ i Q
chosen among four characters, say
ÃÄj g "Irr C Q , b 0 O j O 3 , 4.1.2 .  .  . /j K G Q
  ..and the image of any other character in Irr C Q by D is unique. IfK L Q
Ä< <   ..P s 5, then Irr C Q consists of only one character z apart from theK L
0 .   ..characters in 4.1.1 and L C Q is generated only byK L
3
Ä Äz y j , 4.1.3 . i
is0
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 :since s acts on P regularly. In this case there are pairwise orthogonal
ÃÄ   . .characters z g "Irr C Q , b and charactersK G Q
ÃÄj g "Irr C Q , b 0 O i O 3 4.1.4 .  .  . /i K G Q
ÃÄ .  .such that N Q fixes both z and the sum of four characters in 4.1.4 , andE
0  .D sends the character 4.1.3 toQ
3
Ã ÃÄ Äz y j . i
is0
The remaining thing we have to prove is that in any case we can construct
0 .  .an N Q -stable isometry D extending D . Now N Q s E andE Q Q E
<  . <  .   ..E : C Q s 2. Note that the involution of ErC Q acts on Irr C QE E K E
Ä Äin such a way that it fixes exactly two characters j and j . We want to0 1
prove the fact that the same involution acts on the set of characters in
 . < <   .4.1.2 in case P / 5 respectively the set of characters in 4.1.4 in case
< < .P s 5 in such a way that it fixes exactly two characters as well. Indeed
this fact guarantees that we can choose the suffices i in such a way that
the isometry
ÃÄ ÄD : j ¬ j 0 O i O 3 4.1.5 .  .Q i i
 < <is E-stable. We remark that actually P / 5 by a similar argument in 4.3
 . .for PrC E . Here we note that the number of fixed points by an actionP
of an involution coincides with the trace of its permutation matrix. By
 . w x2.11.1 and by a similar argument to 4.8 and 4.9 in PU1 we have only to
prove that
 .The number of irreducible Brauer characters of N Q rQ coincidesL
with the number of irreducible Brauer characters in b ofQ
 .N Q, b rQ.G Q
4.1.6 .
 .Note that b is the principal block of N Q, b with abelian defect groupQ G Q
 .P and the inertial quotient E. Then we may assume that G s N Q sG
 .N Q, b by induction and then b s b . Set G s GrQ. Since the numberG Q Q
 .   . .of irreducible Brauer characters in N Q those in N Q rQ coincidesL L
 .with the number of irreducible Brauer characters in block Br b ofP Q
 .   .  .  ..N P those in Br b s Br b of N P s N P by the result on .G P Q P Q G G
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w x  .normal defect group case in K , in order to prove 4.1.6 it suffices to show
that
The number of irreducible Brauer characters in b , considered as aQ
sum of blocks of G, coincides with the number of irreducible Brauer
 .  .characters in Br b , considered as a sum of blocks of N P .P Q G
4.1.7 .
w xBy Proposition 3.14 in PU1 b is a sum of blocks of G with defect groupQ
 .  .P and their inertial quotients are involved in E. If C P s C P , thenG G
 .  .  .Br b is the principal block of N P , since Br b is the only block ofP Q G P Q
 .  .N P which covers the principal block e of C P and the principal blockG G
 .  .is the only block of N P which covers the principal block e of C P .G G
Hence b is also the principal block of G in this case and by inductionQ
 .  .  .4.1.7 follows. On the other hand, if C P m C P , then b is a sum ofG G Q
blocks of G with inertial indices 1, 2, or 4 and from the known results in
w x  .  .  :Bra2; BP; PU1; PU2 , 4.1.7 follows. Next assume that C Q s s ofE
0 :. w xorder 4 and that C s p Q. Then by 3.8 and 3.9 in PU2 D isP Q
completely determined and its extension D is uniquely determined. ItsQ
 .N Q -stability follows from this uniqueness.E
 .4.2. In the rest of this section we assume that C Q s E. SetE
 4 2 y1:E s s, t N s s 1, t s 1, tst s s
and
Irr E s j s 1 , j , j , j , j ; Irr C Q , 4 .  .  . .K 0 E 1 2 3 4 K L
 :where j q j corresponds to the regular character of Er s , j q j0 1 0 2
 .  2 :respectively, j q j corresponds to the regular character of Er s , t0 3
  2 :.  .respectively, Er s , st and j 1 s 2. It is easily checked that4
4
0L C Q s Z l)j y j q Z m y j y j .  .  . .   K L i i 0 1
ml is0
q Z n y j y j q Z m9 y j y j .  . 2 3 0 2
n m9
q Z n 9 y j y j q Z m0 y j y j .  . 1 3 0 3
n 9 m0
q Z n 0 y j y j q Z t y j .  . 1 2 4
tn 0
q Z h y j y j y j y j q Z u y 2j .  . 0 1 2 3 4
h u
q Z a y j y j y j . 0 2 4
a
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q Z b y j y j y j . 1 3 4
b
q Z g y j y j y j . 0 3 4
g
q Z d y j y j y j . 1 2 4
d
q Z z y j y j y j y j y 2j , . 0 1 2 3 4
z
E .where l runs over Irr P , m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, u , a , b , g , d , andK
  ..z run respectively over the set of characters in Irr C Q such that weK L
have
d m s d j q j , d n s d j q j 4.2.1 .  .  .  .  .0 1 2 3
d m9 s d j q j , d n 9 s d j q j 4.2.2 .  .  .  .  .0 2 1 3
d m0 s d j q j , d n 0 s d j q j 4.2.3 .  .  .  .  .0 3 1 2
E
d t s d j , t f l)j l g Irr P 4.2.4 .  .  .  . 54 4 K
d h s d j q j q j q j , 4.2.5 .  .  .0 1 2 3
d u s d 2j , 4.2.6 .  .  .4
d a s d j q j q j , 4.2.7 .  .  .0 2 4
d b s d j q j q j , 4.2.8 .  .  .1 3 4
d g s d j q j q j , 4.2.9 .  .  .0 3 4
d d s d j q j q j , 4.2.10 .  .  .1 2 4
and
z 1 s 8. 4.2.11 .  .
 .4.3. Note that E acts on P faithfully by 2.10.4 . To begin with, we
 .will take a close look at any faithful action of E on P. By 2.17.1
2 2 :P s C s = P , s 4.3.1 .  .P
2 2 2 :  : w  :xand s , t and s , st act on an E-stable nontrivial subgroup P, s .
 .Then by 3.1.2 we have
2 2 : 2 21 / P , s s C t = C s t .  .w P ,  s : x w P ,  s : x
3
2 2s C st = C s t 4.3.2 .  .  .w P ,  s : x w P ,  s : x
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and then we have
2 3
2 2 2 2C t s C s t s C st s C s t / 1, .  .  .  .w P ,  s : x w P ,  s : x w P ,  s : x w P ,  s : x
4.3.3 .
 .and by 4.3.3 , we have
2 :2B / C t y 1 ; C t y C s , t , .  .  .w P ,  s : x P P
which implies that
 :  :There exists ¨ g P such that C ¨ s t respecti¨ ely st . 4.3.4 .  . .E
2 2 :  .  .Since Er s acts on C s , under assumption C E s 1 we have byP P
 .3.1.2
2 2 2 :  :C s s C s , t = C s = C s , st . 4.3.5 .  .  . .  .P P P P
 .  .  .  .Under assumptions C E s 1 and p / 3, applying 4.3.1 , 4.3.2 , 4.3.3 ,P
 .and 4.3.5 we can easily verify that
There exists u g P s PrC E such that C u s 1. 4.3.6 .  .  .P E
4.4. First we assume that
C E s 1 i.e., C E s Q . 4.4.1 .  .  . .P P
 .  .  .  .By 2.17.3 , 2.17.4 , and 4.4.1 , we can apply the results in 4.3 for Irr PK
 .freely and first by 4.3.6 we get
z g Irr C Q z 1 s 8 / B. 4.4.2 .  .  . . 5K L
 .   ..  .Note that any a respectively any b in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.7K L
  ..respectively 4.2.8 has a property that its restriction to P is a sum of
exactly four distinct linear characters of P and the stabilizers of two such
 :linear characters in E are t and the stabilizers of the remaining two
2 :  .  .linear characters in E are s t . By 4.3.4 for Irr P , instead of P,K
we remark that there exist at least two such a respectively, at least two
. such b , and similarly that there exist at least two g respectively at least
.   ..  .   ..two d in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.9 respectively, 4.2.10 , since p / 3.K L
0 .Bearing this remark and 4.4.2 in mind, we start to determine D .Q
  ..  .LEMMA 4.5. For any a , b , g , d , and z in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.7K L
 .  .  .through 4.2.11 , respecti¨ ely, following i or ii holds.
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Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .   . .i There exist j 0 O i O 4 , a , b , g , d , and z in "Irr C Q , bÃ Ãi K G Q
such that we ha¨e
0 Ã Ã ÃD a y j y j y j s a y j y j y j . ÃQ 0 2 4 0 2 4
0 Ã Ã Ã ÃD b y j y j y j s b y j y j y j .Q 1 3 4 1 3 4
0 Ã Ã ÃD g y j y j y j s g y j y j y j . ÃQ 0 3 4 0 3 4
0 Ã Ã Ã ÃD d y j y j y j s d y j y j y j .Q 1 2 4 1 2 4
0 Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃD z y j y j y j y j y 2j s z y j y j y j y j y 2j . .Q 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
Ã Ã Ã Ã .Furthermore, all these characters j 0 O i O 4 , a , b , g , d , and z areÃ Ãi
pairwise orthogonal, when a , b , g , d , and z run respecti¨ ely o¨er the sets of
  ..  .  .characters in Irr C Q , satisfying 4.2.7 through 4.2.11 .K L
Ã Ã Ã .   . .ii There exist Z, Y, U, V, a , b , g , d , and z in "Irr C Q , bÃ Ã K G Q
such that we ha¨e
0D a y j y j y j s a y Z y Y y U . ÃQ 0 2 4
0 ÃD b y j y j y j s b y Z y Y q U .Q 1 3 4
0D g y j y j y j s g y Z y Y y V . ÃQ 0 3 4
0 ÃD d y j y j y j s d y Z y Y q V .Q 1 2 4
0 ÃD z y j y j y j y j y 2j s z y 2Z y 2Y . .Q 0 1 2 3 4
Ã Ã ÃFurthermore, all these characters Z, Y, U, V, a , b , g , d , and z are pairwiseÃ Ã
orthogonal, when a , b , g , d , and z run respecti¨ ely o¨er the sets of
  ..  .  .characters in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.7 through 4.2.11 .K L
 .  .Proof. Apart from the decompositions in i and ii we have only two
  ..possibilities. Let a , a 9, b , b9, g , g 9, d , d 9, and z be in Irr C QK L
 .  . satisfying 4.2.7 through 4.2.11 , respectively i.e., a 9, b9, g 9, and d 9
 .  .  .  .  .also satisfy d a 9 s d j q j q j , d b9 s d j q j q j , d g 9 s0 2 4 1 3 4
 .  .  ..d j q j q j , and d d 9 s d j q j q j . As the first possibility0 3 4 1 2 4
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we have
0D a y j y j y j s A q B q B9 q T .Q 0 2 4
0D a 9 y j y j y j s A q B q B9 q T 9 .Q 0 2 4
0D b y j y j y j s A q S q S9 q Y .Q 1 3 4
0D b9 y j y j y j s A q S q S9 q Y 9 .Q 1 3 4
0D g y j y j y j s A q T q T 9 q S .Q 0 3 4
0D g 9 y j y j y j s A q T q T 9 q S9 .Q 0 3 4
0D d y j y j y j s A q Y q Y 9 q B .Q 1 2 4
0D d 9 y j y j y j s A q Y q Y 9 q B9 .Q 1 2 4
0D z y j y j y j y j y 2j s A q B q B9 q T q T 9 .Q 0 1 2 3 4
q S q S9 q Y q Y 9,
  . .where A, B, B9, T , T 9, S, S9, Y, Y 9 are in "Irr C Q , b and pairwiseK G Q
 4orthogonal. If we replace g y j y j y j , g 9 y j y j y j with0 3 4 0 3 4
 4d y j y j y j , d 9 y j y j y j , then we get another possibility.1 2 4 1 2 4
But actually these two are not possible. Because the character degrees of
the above equations are all zero and this fact compels the degree of A to
be zero. Now by an easy calculation we get the result.
 .   ..4.6. Let h respectively, u be a character in Irr C Q satisfyingK L
 .   ..4.2.5 respectively, 4.2.6 . Then its restriction to P is a sum of exactly
2 :four distinct linear characters of P whose stabilizers in E are s . Any
  ..character in Irr C Q other than all h, u , a , b , g , d , and z satisfyingK L
 .  .4.2.5 through 4.2.11 , respectively, has a property that its restriction to P
is a sum of exactly two distinct linear characters of P whose stabilizers in
 .E are maximal subgroups of E. In particular, if C E9 / 1 for someP
  ..maximal subgroup E9 of E, then at least four t in Irr C Q satisfyingK L
 .  .4.2.4 exist, since p / 3. Hence if above h or u exists, then by 4.3.5 for
 .   ..  .Irr P there exists t in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.4 . Consequently, ifK K L
  ..there exists a character in Irr C Q other than all a , b , g , d , and zK L
 .  .satisfying 4.2.7 through 4.2.11 , respectively, then there exist at least four
  ..  .t in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.4 , and in such case the decompositions ofK L
0  .D t y j are uniquely determined and the decompositions of the imagesQ 4
0 0  ..of other characters in L C Q by D will be easily determined inK L Q
comparison with these decompositions and the decompositions already
determined in Lemma 4.5. Similarly to the remark in 4.4 we also remark
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  ..  .that if there exists m or n in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.1 , then there existK L
  ..  .at least two m and two n in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.1 , since p / 3.K L
4.7. Now we will eliminate the second case in Lemma 4.5. Suppose
that the second case occurs. The remaining decompositions are easily
determined as follows: For any m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, and u in
  ..  .  .Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.1 through 4.2.6 , respectively, we haveK L
0 0D m y j y j s m y Y y W , D n y j y j s n y Y q W .  .Ã ÃQ 0 1 Q 2 3
X0 0D m9 y j y j s m y Y y U, D n 9 y j y j s n 9 y Y q U .  .Ã ÃQ 0 2 Q 1 3
Y0 0D m0 y j y j s m y Y y V , D n 0 y j y j s n 0 y Y q V , .  .Ã ÃQ 0 3 Q 1 2
0D t y j s t y Z, . ÃQ 4
0D h y j y j y j y j s h y 2Y , . ÃQ 0 1 2 3
0 ÃD u y 2j s u y 2Z, .Q 4
Ã   . .where W, m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, and u are in "Irr C Q , b yÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã K G Q
 4"Z, " Y, " U, " V and they are pairwise orthogonal. Furthermore, Z,
Ã Ã Ã ÃY, U, V, W, all m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, u , a , b , g , d , and z are pairwiseÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
orthogonal, when m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, u , a , b , g , d , and z run
  ..  .respectively over the sets of characters in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.1K L
0 .   ..through 4.2.11 . Now for any r in L C Q we getK L
0U, D r s y a q b y m9 q n 9, r , .     /Q  .C Q  /G
a b m9 n 9  .C QL
where a , b , m9, n 9 run respectively over the sets of characters in
  ..  .  .  .  . w xIrr C Q satisfying 4.2.7 , 4.2.8 , and 4.2.2 . Then by 3.10.2 in PU1K L
 .for u in 4.3.6 we have
U u s " y a u q b u y m9 u q n 9 u s 0, .  .  .  .  .    /
a b m9 n 9
where a , b , m9, and n 9 run, respectively, over the above sets. This
w xcontradicts Lemma 2.7 in PU1 .
4.8. Now we assume that the first case in Lemma 4.5 occurs. Then
the remaining decompositions are easily determined as follows. For any m9,
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  ..  .  .n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, and u in Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.2 through 4.2.6 ,K L
respectively, we have
0 ¦Ã ÃD m9 y j y j s m9 y j y j , . ÃQ 0 2 0 2
0 Ã ÃD n 9 y j y j s n 9 y j y j , . ÃQ 1 3 1 3
0 Ã ÃD m0 y j y j s m0 y j y j , . ÃQ 0 3 0 3
0 ¥Ã ÃD n 0 y j y j s n 0 y j y j , . 4.8.1 .ÃQ 1 2 1 2
0 ÃD t y j s t y j , . ÃQ 4 4
0 Ã Ã Ã ÃD h y j y j y j y j s h y j y j y j y j . ÃQ 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3
0 §Ã ÃD u y 2j s u y 2j .Q 4 4
Ãwith pairwise orthogonal characters m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, and u inÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã
Ã  . .  4"Irr C Q , b y "j ¬ 0 O i O 4 . SetK G Q i
M s m g Irr C Q d m s d j q j .  .  . . 5K L 0 1
and
N s n g Irr C Q d n s d j q j . .  .  . . 5K L 2 3
For any m in M and n in N we have
0 0Ã Ã Ã ÃD m y j y j s m y j y j , D n y j y j s n y j y j .  .Ã ÃQ 0 1 0 1 Q 2 3 2 3
4.8.2 .
or
0 0Ã Ã Ã ÃD m y j y j s m y j y j , D n y j y j s n y j y j .  .Ã ÃQ 0 1 2 3 Q 2 3 0 1
4.8.3 .
  . .with mutually orthogonal characters m and n in "Irr C Q , b yÃ Ã K G Q
Ã 4"j ¬ 0 O i O 4 . In either case all characters m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h, u ,Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãi
Ã Ã Ãa , b , g , d , and z are pairwise orthogonal when m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, t , h,Ã Ã
u , a , b , g , d , and z run, respectively, over the sets of characters in
  ..  .  .Irr C Q satisfying 4.2.1 through 4.2.11 .K L
 .4.9. Here we try to modify G. For any R in X such that C E sP
 .Q m R 9 C s , we denote byP
Äj 0 O i O 3 5i
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 .the set of irreducible Brauer characters of C R , applying the sameL
 .  .notation as in 4.1.1 . Note that this set is independent of R. Then for
Ã .  .any R in X such that C E s Q m R 9 C s there is a self-isometry GP P R
Ä Ä Ä Ä  ..of BCF C R permuting nontrivially j , j and fixing j and j . SinceK L 0 1 2 3
 s: Ä  s: Ä2 2Res j s Res j , s : 0  s : 1
Ãthis is indeed an isometry. Then let G be the map defined over X sending
Ã Ã .R in X to G if Q m R 9 C s , and to the identity otherwise. Since G isR P R
Ã .  .N R -stable, it is clear that G fulfills E-equivariant condition 2.6.4 andE
Ã   ..if for any R in X, D denotes the self-isometry of CF C R obtainedR K L
Ã Ã  ..from G cf. 2.6.3 , then it is not difficult to check that D permutesR
Ä Ä  ..   .Irr C R . In case Q m R 9 C s , if we regard j and j as charac-K L P 0 1
Ã Ä Ä Ã Ä  ..  .  .ters in Irr C R , then D l)j s l)j and D l)j s l)j forK L R 0 1 R 1 0
 s: Ã .   .. any l in Irr P and D fixes any other character in Irr C R cf.K R K L
Ã . w x.3.6.1 PU2 . Hence G is indeed an L-local system. Moreover, it is clear
0 0Ã Ã  ..that if D denotes the self-isometry of CF C Q obtained from G byQ K L
 .2.10.2 , then for any m in M and any n in N we have
0ÃD m y j y j s j m y j y j .Q 0 1 2 2 3
0ÃD n y j y j s j n y j y j .Q 2 3 2 0 1
0Ãand then D exchanges the characters in the setQ
m y j y j m g M 40 1
with the characters in the set
n y j y j n g N 42 3
0  ..and fixes all other generators of L C Q provided in 4.2. Now it followsK L
Ãthat, up to modification of G with G, we may always assume that decompo-
0 .  .sition 4.8.2 holds. Then D is completely determined by Theorem 4.5 i ,Q
 .  .  .4.8.1 , and 4.8.2 . The construction and N Q -stability of D are clear.E Q
E .  .4.10. We assume that C E / 1. In this case Irr P containsP K
E .  4at least five characters, since p / 3. Then for any l in Irr P y 1 weK
have
0 Ã ÃD l)j y j s j y j 0 O i O 4 .  .Q i i il i
Ã Ã Ã Ã  . .with j and j in "Irr C Q , b . Furthermore, all j and j arei il K G Q i il
 4pairwise orthogonal when i runs over 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and l runs over
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E .  4  .  .Irr P y 1 . Now it is quite easy to check that Lemma 4.5 i , 4.8.1 ,K
Ã .and 4.8.2 hold and that any j above is orthogonal to x when x runsÃil
0  ..over the set of all nonlinear characters in Irr C Q . Then D isK L Q
 .completely determined and the construction and N Q -stability of D areE Q
clear.
4.11. In this last paragraph we will prove the remaining part of
 .  .  .Theorem 1.5. Under assumptions 2.12.1 and 2.14.4 cf. 3.11 we want to
prove that
G 1 s 1 if C Q is a dihedral group of order 8 4.11.1 .  . .Q C Q. C Q. EL G
<  . <  .by an induction on C E : Q . By the assumptions, 2.15.2 , and anP
inductive hypothesis we may assume that
 :if u g P y Q and C Q u is not .E
G 1 s 1 .Qu: C Qu:. C Qu:.L G a cyclic group of order 4.
4.11.2 .
 .First we claim that m, n , m9, n 9, m0, n 0, and t satisfying 4.2.1 through
 .  .4.2.4 cannot be sent to the trivial character of C Q , up to a sign, by D .G Q
 .  .Note that an element u g P in 4.3.6 also satisfies C uQ s 1 inE
 . w xP s PrQ. Then observing a value on u, applying 3.10.2 in PU1 and
 .Remark 2.11 ii we can prove this claim by the same way as that in 2.15.
Quite similarly we have
E
D l)j u s "2l u for any l g Irr P .  .  .  .Q 4 K
 .and then l)j cannot be sent to the trivial character of C Q , up to a4 G
 .sign, by D . Second, note that by 4.3.4 there is an element ¨ g P suchQ
 .  .  :that C ¨Q s C ¨ s t in P s PrQ, and let 1 and j be the irre-E E
  :.ducible Brauer characters of C Q ¨ . Then we have for any g , h, and zL
E .  .  .  .satisfying 4.2.9 , 4.2.5 , and 4.2.11 , respectively, and for any l g Irr PK
d ¨ g s u ¨ q u s2 ¨ 1 q j .  .  .  . /g gC Q.L
d ¨ h s u ¨ q u s ¨ 1 q j .  .  .  . .h hC Q.L
d ¨ z s u ¨ q u s ¨ q u s2 ¨ q u s3 ¨ 1 q j .  .  .  .  .  . /z z z zC Q.L
d ¨ l)j s d ¨ l)j s l ¨ j , .  .  .1 3C Q. C Q.L L
where u , u , and u are linear constituents of Res g , Res h, and Res z ,g h z P P P
 .  .respectively. For any d and u satisfying 4.2.10 and 4.2.6 , respectively, we
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 .  .  .have similar equations. Then by 4.11.2 , Remark 2.11 ii , and 2.8.1 these
characters g , h, z , d , u , l)j , and l)j cannot be sent to the trivial1 3
 .  .character of C Q , up to a sign, by D . Third, by 4.3.4 there is anG Q
 .  .  :element w g P such that C wQ s C w s st in P s PrQ. Employ-E E
ing w instead of ¨ we can prove the same results for any a and b
 .  .satisfying 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 , respectively, and for any l)j with l g2
E E .  .Irr P . With regard to remaining l)j for any l g Irr P weK 0 K
 .observe the values of D l)j on all the p-sections containing anQ 0
 .  .  .  .element in C E y Q. Then by 4.11.2 , Remark 2.11 ii , and 2.8.1 weP
get a conclusion that D sends the trivial character to the trivial characterQ
 .  .  .of C Q . Hence 4.11.1 holds. Actually 4.11.2 also holds when u is inG
  :.P y Q and C Q u is a cyclic subgroup of order 4, because of the choiceE
of isometries preserving E-stability in 4.1 and the modification in 4.9, if
necessary.
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